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Maths in P2 & P3
● In Nursery and Primary 1, your child will have worked 

through the Early Level planner. In Primary 2 and 3, pupils 
continue working through First Level which continues 
until they are in Primary 4. 

● Building solid Numeracy skills is crucial in the early years 
of primary school. 

● Your support in this is vital to ensure your child has the 
important building blocks in place to help them progress 
through the curriculum. 



What will your child learn in P2 & 3?
● Addition & Subtraction 
● Months of the year
● Whole numbers to 100
● Measure
● Data Analysis
● Money
● Time
● Place Value
● Estimation & Rounding
● 2D and 3D Shape
● Symmetry
● Fractions (halves, quarters)
● Multiplication
● Division (sharing equally)  



Playful approach to Numeracy

Children of a young age learn best when doing 
and taking part. 

A playful approach allows children to develop 
transferable skills which they can use 
throughout their lives.









Number Talks
● Number Talks are a good way to help children to 

be confident in talking about the numbers they 
are working with. 

● Encourages pupils to think about how they got to 
an answer, how they visualise different numbers 
etc. 

● Progressing on to explaining what strategy they 
used to answer a calculation. 



Concrete, Pictorial & Abstract
Children can find maths difficult because it is abstract. The CPA approach builds on 
existing knowledge by introducing abstract concepts in a concrete & tangible way. 

It involves moving from concrete materials to pictorial representations, to abstract 
symbols and problems. 





Numicon
A brilliant resource for introducing children to the place value of numbers 

Helps children to see the connection between numbers

Good for visual learners

Useful to help children understand the value of money





St Ninian’s Common Methodology

● Across the cluster, we follow the St Ninian’s cluster common 
methodology which ensures a consistent approach to teaching 
Maths. 

● We have developed 4 guides for parents which explains the way 
that Subtraction, Division, Multiplication and Algebra are 
taught in the primary setting. 

● These are all available on our school website to download. 



Activities you could try at home


